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Sunstone Press, United States, 2007. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book ***** Print on Demand *****.An internationally renowned scientist who fears she s taken one
scientific risk too many; a distinguished archaeologist who s haunted by taking too few; a world
famous financier who s lost everything except his money; an art gallery owner with a heartbreaking
burden; a fugitive filmmaker; the head of a battered women s shelter--these are some of the people
who find themselves at the end of the Old Santa Fe Trail at the end of the 20th century. Chance has
brought them from all over to beautiful, legendary Santa Fe, New Mexico, where they shape,
illuminate, and even deform each other s lives unexpectedly, as if on the very edge of chaos. This
edge of chaos, a scientific term for that slender territory between frozen predictability and hopeless
disorder, is a dangerously unstable place. Learning and change can only happen there, but always
under threat of sliding back to frozen order--or over into the chaotic abyss. And Santa Fe s sons and
daughters, even now, keep a precarious foothold on The Edge of Chaos, bringing their own pasts
and their city s...
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Certainly, this is actually the very best job by any author. It really is rally exciting throgh studying time. You may like how the blogger write this pdf.
-- Rudolph Jones MD-- Rudolph Jones MD

Completely essential go through ebook. I was able to comprehended almost everything using this created e pdf. You will not sense monotony at anytime
of your time (that's what catalogs are for relating to if you request me).
-- Timmothy Schulist-- Timmothy Schulist
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